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                                    We are a firm of accountants, tax advisors and service charge specialists based in Altrincham, Cheshire.

                                    We can help start your new business, help with your day to day operations, run your company payroll, or simply help with the big jobs.

                                
                                   We have a specialist service charge team who perform thousands of service charge reviews every year.
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										Subscribe to get the latest news and information.|Click to subscribe to our newsletter.
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								                    Guiding employees through the cost-of-living crisis

								                    Looking at some of the ways firms can support employees in navigating the cost-of-living crisis.
								                    Discover more
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								                    Over £26 billion in lost pensions highlights need for retirement planning

								                    A review of  how to find lost pensions, consolidate pots and put tax-efficient plans into action.
								                    Discover more
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								                    What will the Autumn Statement bring?

								                    We examine some of the options open to Mr Hunt on 22 November 2023.
								                    Discover more
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								                    Savers still face challenges despite increase in rates

								                    The challenges facing savers as interest rates increase.
								                    Discover more
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								                    Negotiating interest rate increases

								                    A look at the effect of rising interest rates.
								                    Discover more
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								                    ESG rises up the business agenda

								                    Environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) has risen up the agenda for modern businesses despite sometimes being misunderstood and occasionally controversial.
								                    Discover more
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								                    Avoiding minimum wage shame

								                    We take a look at the rates and what to do to make sure you comply.
								                    Discover more
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								                    Staying safe from impersonation scams

								                    A look at the threat posed by scams and steps to protect against them.
								                    Discover more
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								                    The changing labour market

								                    A look at what employers can do to help attract and retain talent amid the ongoing people and skills shortages crisis.
								                    Discover more
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								                    Using the Bank of Mum and Dad to pass down wealth

								                    A look at how long-term objectives for family finances can be met.
								                    Discover more
								                    
								                

							                    								                
			                                

							            

							            			                    


							

						


					


					
					
								Newswire

								
										
											PAC challenges HMRC on governance and accountability of MTDThe Public Accounts Committee (PAC) has challenged HMRC on the governance and accountability of the Making Tax Digital (MTD) initiative.
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											Accessing finance getting more difficult for SMEsAccessing finance is becoming more difficult for a large number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), according to new data from the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC).
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											Government urged to reform Landfill TaxThink tank Localis has urged the government to reform Landfill Tax to help cut down on waste crime and illegal activity by organised gangs.
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											Government urged to implement reforms to R&D tax systemA report by the Suffolk Chamber of Commerce has urged the government to urgently implement reforms to Research and Development (R&D) tax relief in order to avoid 'hurting small companies'.
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											1.6 million pensioners expected to fall into income tax net, according to researchAn analysis by the House of Commons library has revealed that up to 1.6 million pensioners are expected to fall into the income tax net in the next four years. 
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											Research suggests SMEs are 'bracing' themselves for tough months aheadResearch carried out by Prism Solutions has suggested that UK small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are bracing themselves for a 'tough few months' ahead.
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											AI could replace up to 8 million UK jobs, warns reportUp to eight million UK jobs are at risk from the rise of artificial intelligence (AI), according to a report by the Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR).
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											NMW is the 'single most successful economic policy in a generation', says think tankThe introduction of the UK's National Minimum Wage (NMW) in 1999 is the single most successful economic policy in a generation, according to the Resolution Foundation.
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											HMRC's services having a negative impact on SME productivityThe productivity and efficiency of SMEs is suffering as a result of poor HMRC services, according to members of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA).
Click or touch to read the full article..

										
	
											Small businesses still hampered by late payments, warns FSBSmall UK firms are still being hampered by late payments, warns the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB).
Click or touch to read the full article..
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    									    Having worked with Dave for over 10 years, I know him to be hard-working and organised, always up-to-date with all the developments and creative in his approach.  It’s always been a great reassurance to know that my accounts are completely ‘right’ and that Dave and his team are at my side.

    									    
    									        Consultant in NHS and private practice
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    Xeinadin Phillip Carroll are a friendly, helpful, approachable and professional firm of accountants.  They have helped me save money by setting my business on a tax efficient course.  They explain all my tax and accountancy queries in an efficient and easy to understand manner.


I am really happy with the service I  have received from Xeinadin Phillip Carroll for the past nine years.

    									    
    									        Victoria McCann
    									            									        Altrincham
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    I've successfully owned recruitment businesses for 35 years and David has been both my personal accountant and company auditor / accountancy advisor for the last 15 of those.


David and his team are always spot on with their knowledge, attitude, work rate and customer service and if they do need some external advice on specialist matters, they also have a superb team of external advisors to call upon.


I recommend David and Xeinadin Phillip Carroll wholeheartedly.

    									    
    									        Bernie Wilcox
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    I have worked with David and his team now for 10 years, both for my personal tax and across a number of businesses I advise / work in. I have always found the culture to be 'can do' and focused on solutions that really add value. They are certainly well suited to small to medium sized businesses and do feel I get good value for money. I have also seen how PC has continued to invest in it's people and systems and that comes through in their service offer.

    									    
    									        Andrew Rink
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    We have been using [Rachel and David of] Xeinadin Phillip Carroll as our business and our personal accountants for some years now. We simply do not know what we would do without them. Not only do they have a total grasp of everything that goes on in our business and not only do they keep everything in good order at all times - they also work with us to make sure that all financial, cash and tax aspects of our business and our personal lives are in perfect, effective, and tax-effective order. There is absolutely no way we would have been able to have everything so neat and tidy and organised without them do their thing, their way. I would not hesitate to recommend them to any business or to businessman or woman.

    									    
    									        Simon McCrum
    									            									        Director - McCrum & Co Ltd
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    Xeinadin Phillip Carroll have been our accountants for just over 2 years now and they support us across all our Group businesses. The team there are always great to deal with and their advice is always first class. Always approachable and quick to respond to any queries. They’ve implemented systems and technology that give me immediate up-to-date financial info which is really helpful. Just wish we’d moved to them sooner!

    									    
    									        Phil Sharp
    									            									        CEO Exemplia Group
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    Dave made everything so easy for us setting up a company. Everything was always explained clearly and I was even taught how to do VAT returns myself which saved a lot of money.  I was recommended Dave by a work colleague and I have since passed on other friends to him. I would have no hesitation in recommending him again and I look forward to working with him in his new venture.

    									    
    									        Tracy Chapman
    									            									    

    									

								

								    								
    									
    									    Xeinadin Phillip Carroll have ran my books for the past 10 years and I have nothing but praise for the way in which they have operated and communicated with me over these years. They have been there to talk me through the ever changing world of tax, be it via email, phone and when needed face to face. Tax is a tricky subject at the best of times yet I have never felt ill informed or have had any reason to worry that my accounts are in safe hands. I hope to have Xeinadin Phillip Carroll look after my accounts for many years to come as I couldn’t be happier with the service I have received.

    									    
    									        Steven Grainger
    									            									        Production Designer
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